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Abstrat  A new method for removing point radio soures and other non-Gaussian noise is proposed as a means
of improving the auray of estimates of the angular power spetrum of the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB).
The main idea of the method is to reonstrut utuations of the CMB in plaes ontaminated by suh emission, while
traditional methods simply exlude these regions from onsideration, leading to the appearane of "holes"in the resulting
maps. The fundamental possibility of reonstruting the CMB signal in suh holes follows from the analytial properties
of a funtion with a nite spatial spetrum (the Silk damping frequeny). A two-dimensional median lter is used to
loalize the point radio soures.Results of simulations of the method for maps of modest size are presented. The eieny
of applying the method to reonstrut the CMB from data with limited resolution and ontaminated by appreiable pixel
noise is investigated. The fundamental possibility of applying the method to reonstrut the CMB distribution in the
region of the Galaxy is also demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In onnetion with numerous experiments on mea-
suring the anisotropy of the osmi mirowave bak-
ground (CMB) with the aim of deriving high-auray
estimates of the main osmologial parameters of the
Universe [1℄, it is urrently of interest to find new ap-
proahes to data redution that ould inrease the a-
uray with whih various bakground ontaminating
signals of Galati and extragalati origin an be re-
moved from radio observations of the CMB.This prob-
lem has been widely disussed in the literature [24℄.
We will restrit our onsideration to the removal of
pointlike radio soures and other non-Gaussian noise,
whih most strongly distorts the angular power spe-
trum of the CMB at high spatial harmonis (multi-
poles). This problem has been onsidered by a number
of authors [59℄.The urrently available methods differ
primarily in the means used to loalize the ontami-
nating signal, with the aim of subsequently removing
the orresponding setions from the measured maps.
The following three strategies for the removal of
pointlike soures are all natural: (1) reonstruting the
point soures,then subtrating them from the measured
CMB maps; (2) exluding ontaminated pixels from
the maps; and (3) reonstruting the true values of the
CMB in ontaminated pixels.
Experiene shows that the first strategy leads to
larger errors in the angular power spetrum of the CMB
than the other two methods, sine it is not possible to
ompletely aurately reonstrut the brightness dis-
tribution of the point soures when the spatial spetra
of the individual distinguished signals overlap [10℄. For
this reason, maps obtained with this method are har-
aterized by the presene of appreiable non-Gaussian
residuals. The seond approah, whih requires only
the determination of the loations of ontaminated pix-
els and their elimination before estimating the CMB
power spetrum, is substantially more effetive. Pre-
isely this method is urrently the most widely used.
However, this seond method for the removal of
ontaminating point soures is likewise not free of
drawbaks. First, the total effetive area of the map
that is used to estimate the angular power spetrum is
redued, leading to appreiable errors for more distant
setions of the CMB. Seond, the simple elimination of
ontaminated pixels does not fully restore the Gaus-
sian statistis of the CMB, sine it leaves "holes"in the
maps that are used. In addition, the sharp boundaries
of the utout setions lead to so-alled Gibbs phenom-
ena in the behavior of the spetrum, whih are espe-
ially strongly manifest at high spatial harmonis,and
an appreiably ompliate studies of the seondary
anisotropy of the CMB.
Note as well that inreasing the resolving power of a
system used to measure the CMB anisotropy will lead
to the detetion of a larger number of weak soures
[11℄, so that an inreasingly large number of pixels in
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the CMB map are ontaminated by these signals. A
speial problem is also presented by the strong on-
tamination due to Galati emission. Simple removal
of the zone of Galati emission, whih omprises an
appreiable fration of the overall area of the elestial
sky, unavoidably leads to appreiable errors when es-
timating the angular power spetrum ompared to the
use of ompletely unontaminated data.
Obviously, if the third strategy is realizable in pra-
tie, whih depends primarily on the noise harater-
istis of the apparatus, it will be free of the baks of
the first two methods.Therefore,we propose and devel-
op here a new method for the removal of high-multipole
non-Gaussian noise, inluding both the loalization of
suh noise and reonstrution of the true values of
the CMB anisotropy in the ontaminated regions. For
the speifi onditions onsidered in this paper, this
ould lead to an inrease in the auray with whih
the angular spetrum of the CMB an be onstrut-
ed,ompared to the simple elimination of ontaminated
map pixels.
Thus,our aim is to present and develop a new
method for eliminating the ontamination of a CMB
signal by point soures and other soures of high-
multipole noise. We estimate the internal auray of
the method and its stability to the input noise, and also
investigate its appliation to data obtained with finite
resolution for various levels of the instrumental pixel
noise, thereby evaluating possibilities for applying the
method to real systems.
The following setions of the paper present a statis-
tial desription of the CMB anisotropy; desribe our
model for the observed map, the method used to loal-
ize the point soures, and the method used to reon-
strut the CMB values in noise-ontaminated regions;
and present the results of numerial simulations ar-
ried out for maps with modest angular dimensions but
having the same statistial properties as the CMB dis-
tribution over the entire elestial sphere.
2. MODEL FOR AN OBSERVED MAP
OF THE CMB
The distribution of the CMB temperature over the
elestial sphere an be presented by the following ex-
pansion in spherial harmonis Y mℓ (θ, φ) [12℄:
∆T
T
=
∑
ℓ,m
aℓmY
m
ℓ (θ, φ),
where T and ∆T are the mean temperature and tem-
perature flutuations of the CMB and the aℓm are the
oeffiients of the expansion. The angular power spe-
trum of the flutuations Cℓ is determined as the mean
square of the oeffiients aℓm:
Cℓ =< |aℓm|
2 >,
where ℓ is the multipole number.
If the flutuations in the early Universe satisfy
Gaussian statistis, as is expeted in most osmolog-
ial theories, eah oeffiient aℓm should be statistial-
ly independent. Thus, the power spetrum Cℓ provides
a full statistial desription of the CMB anisotropy,
whih is a fundamental harateristi of the Universe
that an be obtained diretly from observations via a
spherial-harmoni analysis.
For Gaussian fields,the expansion oeffiients
aℓm, ℓ 6= 0,, likewise represent Gaussian fields with ran-
dom phases, zero means,and the dispersions
< aℓmaℓ′m′ >= δℓℓ′ δmm′Cℓ, ℓ 6= 0.
Here, we onsider setions of the sky that are mod-
est in size. In this ase, it is expedient to operate with
the Gaussian fields in a flat, two-dimensional spae,
and to replae the spherial-harmoni analysis with
a Fourier analysis, whih appreiably simplifies the
testing of proposed methods. The CMB flutuations
∆T = T− < T > an then be generated via the simple
alulation of the Fourier series [12℄
∆T (θx, θy)
T
=
Nu−1∑
nu=0
Nv−1∑
nv=0
D(nu, nv) (1)
× exp[i
2π
L
(nuθx + nvθy)],
where L is the linear size of the region onsidered in
radians, (θx, θy) are Cartesian oordinates on the sky
(in the spatial region), and (nu, nv) is the number of
the Fourier omponent D(nu, nv) in the region with
spatial frequenies u and v.
The amplitudes of the Fourier omponents
D(nu, nv) obey a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and the dispersion
< |D(nu, nv)|
2 >= Cℓ, ℓ =
2π
L
√
n2u + n
2
v, (2)
while the phases are uniformly distributed in the inter-
val (0, 2π). Here, Cl is the angular power spetrum of
the CMB temperature when it is expanded in spherial
harmonis.
Relation (2) desribes the irular symmetry of the
power spetrum, i.e., its independene of the azimuthal
number m, whih we will use below as additional a pri-
ori information when reonstruting the CMB flutu-
ations in noise-ontaminated regions.
Another, more important, harateristi of the pow-
er spetrum is its finite spatial extent,whih follows
from the existene of the so-alled Silk damping fre-
queny (ℓD)[13℄, above whih the power-spetrum flu-
tuations fall off sharply and the ontribution of the
CMB to the total observed signal beomes negligibly
small with inreasing frequeny. The finiteness of the
spetrum enables us to apply the theory of analytial
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funtions [14℄ to desribe the CMB flutuations, whih
implies the possibility of reonstruting funtions over
an entire region based on knowledge for part of the re-
gion or at some set of points [15℄. This priniple lies
at the basis of the proposed algorithm for reonstrut-
ing the CMB flutuations in regions ontaminated by
noise.
When modeling the bakground of point soures
(PS),we assume that they are randomly distributed
over the sky in aordane with a Poisson law.The in-
strumental pixel noise is "white"Gaussian noise with
zero mean.The measured CMB map an be represent-
ed by the model
CMBmeas = (CMB + PS) ∗BEAM +N, (3)
where N represents noise, BEAM the antenna beam,
and ∗ a linear onvolution.
The required data proessing onsists of solving an
equation of the form of the onvolution (3) for the CMB
signal. The sequene of operations we have used during
the reonstrution of the CMB is the following.
(1)The noise is filtered using a Wiener filter or a
modifiation of suh a filter that does not distort the
form of the angular power spetrum [16℄; this yields an
estimate of the signal (CMB + PS) ∗BEAM .
(2)This quantity is deonvolved from the antenna
beam using a regularized inversion filter [17,18℄, in or-
der to derive an estimate of the signal CMB + PS.
(3)Positions ontaminated by point soures are lo-
alized using a median filter (see Setion 4).
(4)The CMB signal is reonstruted at the ontam-
inated positions using the method proposed in the fol-
lowing setion.
3. RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE CMB FLUCTUATIONS
AT CONTAMINATED POSITIONS
The proposed method for reonstruting the flutu-
ations in holes in a CMB map is a modifiation of the
algorithm of Fienup [19℄, intended for the reonstru-
tion of an image of an objet with a finite arrier from
the amplitude of its Fourier spetra (the phase prob-
lem). In our modified version, we determine the limi-
tation on the spetral region using information about
the finiteness and irular symmetry (2) of the ampli-
tude spetrum,rather than the amplitude spetrum it-
self, and determine the limitation on the spatial region
using the known map values.
The algorithm is iterative, and onsists of the fol-
lowing sequene of operations.
(1) An initial approximation for the map is made.
We reommend the use of the initial map with zero
brightness in speified loations (holes) as a first ap-
proximation.
(2) The Fourier transform of the initial approxima-
tion is alulated, bringing about a transformation to
the spatial-frequeny domain.
(3) A ondition for the spatial limitation of the flu-
tuation spetra,whih omes about beause the values
of the Fourier omponents derived in the first step with
numbers ℓ > ℓD have been set equal to zero,is im-
posed.An additional onstraint on the region of spatial
frequenies that appreiably speeds up the onvergene
of the algorithm is the irular symmetry of the power
spetrum of the flutuations. To satisfy this last on-
dition, the form of the Fourier omponents is modified
so that the power spetrum has a form that is onsis-
tent with relation (2). For eah value of ℓ, the squared
amplitudes of the spetra measurements are averaged
in radius over a length ℓ, after whih these measure-
ments are replaed by values with the derived squared
amplitudes, retaining the phases.
(4) The inverse Fourier transform of the spetrum
obtained in the previous step is taken, bringing about
a transformation to the domain of the CMB map.
(5) The onstraints on the spatial region of the map
are imposed. The brightness values outside the holes in
the map are replaed by the known values, while the
values inside holes are not hanged.
(6) The Fourier transform of the map obtained in
step 5 is taken.
(7) Return to step 3 until the image obtained in
step 5 eases to hange in aordane with a hosen
onvergene riterion.
Simulations show (see Setion 6) that this modified
Fienup algorithm leads rather rapidly to the orret so-
lution. For this to be the ase, the number of unknown
values of the CMB flutuations should be approximate-
ly half the number of knowns, if the disretization fre-
queny of the map is twie its upper spatial frequen-
y. If the disretization frequeny is inreased, a larger
number of map values an be reonstruted, sine the
insuffiient information in the spatial domain an be
ompensated by information in the spatial-frequeny
domain.
Obviously, a high omputational speed for the
method an be reahed via the appliation of Fast
Fourier Transform algorithms.
4. METHOD FOR LOCATING
CONTAMINATED SECTIONS
The proposed method for loalizing the point
soures is based on applying a two-dimensional median
filtration,whih is a row-by-row olumn algorithm on-
sisting of one-dimensional n-point median filtrations
[20,21℄. The number n is taken to be odd. If n = 2k+1,
one-dimensional median filtration onsists of asribing
to the urrent value for the sequene the mean of the
series that is obtained when the (2k+1)-point sequene
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is plaed in inreasing order, with the first k values lo-
ated to the left and the last k values to the right of
the given value. As a result of applying this operation
to a one-dimensional series, all impulsive noise is elim-
inated. In our ase, suh noise orresponds to point
soures.
To obtain the series of removed soures itself, we
subtrat the output map from the input map. Obvious-
ly, sine the nonlinear transform is applied to the useful
signal together with the noise, the resulting differene
map obtained from the subtration ontains additional
noise, whose magnitude is appreiably lower than the
desired impulsive noise when n is hosen orretly. Se-
tions of the resulting differene map that are ontam-
inated by point soures an be identified by applying
a utoff to the levels of this map. The lower the utoff
level, the more pixels are subjet to distortion. In our
ase, the utoff level was usually hosen to be fairly
low (10% of the peak value of the CMB flutuations),
in order to avoid missing genuine plaes that are on-
taminated by weak radio soures. On the other hand,
the number of identified points must not be too large
to ensure onvergene of the subsequent reonstrution
of the CMB-flutuation values at these points.
In ontrast to numerous methods that have been
proposed in the literature (wavelet analysis [7,8℄, lean
and maximum-entropy deonvolution [10℄, optimal lin-
ear filtration [9℄, et.), the proposed method for loaliz-
ing the point soures is distinguished by its simpliity
and the speed with whih it operates, whih is impor-
tant in the redution of large datasets obtained over
the entire elestial sphere.
Obviously, this method will operate more reliably
the brighter the point soures and the fewer the num-
ber of point soures in the map being analyzed. We
have investigated the method for the ases of both
relatively bright (resolved) and relatively weak (un-
resolved) radio soures, whose number grows with the
resolution of the instrument used [11℄.
5. FILTRATION
OF THE INSTRUMENTAL NOISE
AND DECONVOLUTION
We used a modifiation of a Wiener filter that pre-
serves the form of the angular power spetrum [16℄,
alled a power filter, for the filtration of the instru-
mental white noise. A power filter an be applied in
two ways. In the first, the dispersion of the instrumen-
tal (pixel) white noise is taken to be known a priori,
whereas in the seond, it is not. We present a prelim-
inary estimate of this noise based on applying a me-
dian filter to the input signal. The dispersion of the
instrumental noise was determined by subtrating the
output signal of the median filter from the measured
map, CMBmeas. We present here results obtained us-
ing the seond approah. Reonstrution of the map
taking into aount the antenna beam was arried out
using a regularized inversion filter ontaining a reg-
ularizing parameter that depends on the level of the
residuals after filtration of the noise [17,18℄.
6. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this setion, we present the results of applying
the proposed method to model CMB measurements.
The anisotropy of the CMBwas simulated using a fun-
tion for the angular power spetrum that orresponds
to a standard ΛCDM osmologial model for the Uni-
verse with Ωbh
2
=0.02, ΩΛ=0.65, Ωm=0.3, h=0.65, and
n=1. We numerially generated a map of the CMB
7.5o × 7.5o in size in aordane with formulas (1)and
(2); this map, therefore, possesses all the properties of
the CMB flutuations distributed over the entire eles-
tial sphere. The upper frequeny of the angular pow-
er spetrum of the CMB orresponds to the multipole
ℓ=1536.
6.1. Eet on the CMB Reonstrution
in Point-Soure Contaminated Loations
in Systems with High Angular Resolution
The goal of this experiment (experiment 1) is to il-
lustrate the proposed method and to estimate the effet
of applying the method in systems with high angular
resolution that detet a large number of relatively weak
radio soures.We tested the method assuming that the
preliminary noise filtration and deonvolution were al-
ready arried out (see the end of Setion 2). This was
done with the aim of estimating the internal auray
of speifially the method for reonstruting the CMB
in holes in the initial CMB map.
We took the map to be 64×64 pixels in size, whih
orresponds to disretization at the Nyquist frequen-
y for the speified maximum multipole of the CMB
spetrum,ℓmax=1536. The results of this numerial
experiment are shown in Fig.1, whih presents (a)
the initial (model)map of the CMB flutuations; (b)
the map of the CMB ontaminated by radio soures
(CMB + PS; 234 weak soures with amplitudes ex-
eeding the CMB-flutuation peak by a fator of three,
distributed randomly over the map aording to a Pois-
son distribution); () the map obtained by proessing
the map in (b) with a row-olumn, three-point medi-
an filter; (d) the map obtained by replaing the CMB
values at the deteted ontaminated points with ze-
ro brightness; (e) identified setions of ontamination
(whih, in general, differ from the intrinsi distribution
of point soures, see Setion 3)obtained by applying an
amplitude utoff of 10% of the peak CMB flutuation
to the differene of maps (b) and (); and (f) the map
of the CMB reonstruted using the modified Fienup
algorithm,whih nearly preisely oinides with the in-
put model CMB map in (a).
Figure 2 presents the angular power spetra of the
maps; the solid urve refers to the original and reon-
struted CMB maps, the dotted urve to the ontam-
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inated map (b), the short-dashed urve to the map
obtained via median filtration (), and the long-dashed
urve to the map with zero brightness in ontaminated
loations (d). The dispersions of the signals represent
a quantitative harateristi of the experiment,and are
presented in Table 1. We an estimate the effet of
applying our approah ompared to the traditional ap-
proah that does not reonstrut the CMB flutuations
in holes by omparing the angular power spetra in
Fig.2 (as well as the dispersions of the orresponding
residual maps).
We an see that simple removal of 234 ontaminat-
ed measurements from the CMB map leads to distor-
tion of the true angular power spetrum, espeially at
high harmonis: this distortion is from 30% to 100%
when ℓ>1000. Applying the proposed method to re-
move the point soures leads to virtually no suh dis-
tortion. Simulation of the ase of a bakground of unre-
solved point soures with amplitudes a fator of three
smaller than the maximum CMB flutuations likewise
yielded very high auray for the reonstrution in the
absene of pixel noise.
To investigate the stability of the method with re-
gard to the input instrumental noise,we added Gaus-
sian white noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of SNR≈10
to the map in panel (b), taking the signal level to be
that of the CMB flutuations. The dash-dotted urve
in Fig.2 depits the angular power spetrum of the re-
onstruted map in this ase. We an see that small
variations in the input data gave rise to only small
hanges in the solution; i.e., the proposed algorithm
displays a fairly high stability. Analysis of these results
indiates that simple zeroing of the CMB values, even
in preisely determined ontaminated loations, yields
appreiable errors in the reonstrution of the angular
power spetrum, espeially on small angular sales. If
the ontaminated setions oupy a large area (Fig.1e),
the error in the desired angular power spetrum an be
still larger, possibly leading to substantial errors in de-
rived estimates of osmologial parameters.
Thus, in this experiment, without allowane for the
real resolution of a system and the input instrumental
noise, it was possible to reah very high auray in
the CMB-map reonstrution. As we indiated above,
this testifies to a high internal auray of the pro-
posed method for reonstruting the CMB in holes in
a map. Note that onvergene of the algorithm to the
required solution an also be ahieved without pla-
ing onstraints on the irular symmetry of the power-
spetrum flutuations.However,use of this information
as an additional onstraint appreiably speeds up the
proess of onvergene. Experiene shows that,when
the map is disretized with a frequeny that is twie
the bandwidth of the spetrum signal, high auray
in the reonstrution is ahieved only if the number of
unknowns is no more than one third of the total num-
ber of pixels in the map. As is shown above,the method
displays a fairly high degree of stability to the noise in
the input data; i.e., small variations in these data or-
respond to only small variations in the reonstrution.
When the input noise level is high, a preliminary filtra-
tion should be applied using a power filter (see Setion
5), as was done in the experiments disussed in the
following setion.
6.2. Eet on the CMB Reonstrution
in Contaminated Loations in the Model
CMBmeas=(CMB + PS )∗BEAM + N
Let us make the problem more omplex and on-
sider a model for the observed CMB map that or-
responds to expression (3), whih inludes the effet
of the limited resolution of the system and the input
pixel noise.In the following set of experiments,the map
size was 128×128 pixels, the pixel size was 3.51′, and
the full width at half maximum of the antenna beam
10.53
′
. For an antenna with a diameter of 1 m, this
resolution orresponds to an observing frequeny of 98
GHz.These system parameters are lose to those for
one of the hannels of the PLANCK mission [11℄.
We arried out four experiments based on these pa-
rameters (experiment group 2), with various levels of
white pixel noise,beginning with zero noise. The dis-
persions of the input,noise,reonstruted,and residual
maps an be used as a measure of the auray of the
reonstrution of the CMB anisotropy, and are giv-
en in Table 2. The results are shown in Fig.3, where
the numbers (olumns)indiate the experiment number
and the letters (rows) indiate the physial meaning
of the map: (a) measured CMB map satisfying (3);(
b) reonstruted CMB map with holes in ontaminat-
ed pixels, inluding the effet of the antenna beam;
() residual map, equal to the differene of the given
CMB map and the reonstruted map shown in row
"b"; (d) reonstruted CMB map obtained using our
method to interpolate funtions in the holes; (e) resid-
ual map,equal to the differene of the given CMB map
and the reonstruted map shown in row "d". Obvious-
ly, eah olumn of maps presented in the figure orre-
sponds to a partiular value for the pixel-noise level.
The results presented in Fig.3 were obtained using
pixel-noise filtration based on applying a median filter
to derive a preliminary estimate of the noise dispersion
(see Setion 5). The effet of the antenna beam in the
reonstruted map was inluded using a regularized in-
version filter.
Analysis of the results presented in Fig.3 shows that
the main advantage of the proposed method for remov-
ing point soures is that the residual maps shown in
row "e"are free from non-Gaussian features, and resem-
ble residual Gaussian noise, whose amplitude depends
on the level of the input Gaussian noise (see the dis-
persion in Table 2). As we an see in map row "", the
traditional method, whih simply exludes ontaminat-
ed pixels from the CMB map, does not fully eliminate
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the ontribution of the point soures, whih are mani-
fest as small non-Gaussian features determined by the
magnitude of the CMB flutuations in the ontaminat-
ed loations. In addition, the sharp edges of the utout
setions lead to high-frequeny noise that extends far
beyond the frequeny edge,whih orresponds in our
ase to ℓmax=1536.
We illustrate the effet of applying our method in
pure form in Fig.4, whih shows (a) the angular power
spetra of the onvolved map CMB ∗BEAM without
(solid urve) and with holes, whose size is determined
by the size of the antenna beam (dashed urve), and
(b) the same spetra for the input CMB map. We an
see from the urves that the presene of holes in the
maps leads to errors of about 13%i n the angular pow-
er spetrum of the CMB for multipoles ℓ=200300 and
errors of about 30% for multipoles ℓ=450550. The rel-
ative errors are even higher for higher ℓ values.
Note that, in spite of the fat that the radio soures
onsidered are point soures (i.e.,they are essentially
δ funtions), we have taken the ontaminated loa-
tions to inlude a region surrounding the soure oordi-
nates,determined by the harateristis of the inverse
filter,whih does not provide an ideal reonstrution
of a δ funtion. The presene of even a small amount
of input noise requires regularization of the algorithm,
whih leads to a solution with finite resolution. To en-
sure reliable exlusion of all ontaminated pixels,we
have assumed that the region distorted by eah point
soure oupies an area equal to the area of the base
of the antenna beam, whih exeeds somewhat the to-
tal area of the exluded CMB measurements. However,
this is not a serious onern for our method,sine we
reonstrut the intrinsi CMB values in the resulting
holes.
Obviously, the maximum effet from reonstruting
the CMB signal in ontaminated loations is ahieved
in the absene of pixel noise. The quantitative effet is
lowered as the pixel-noise level is inreased, although
the qualitative effet of a omplete elimination of non-
Gaussian features from the CMB maps is maintained
even in the presene of fairly high noise levels.
Figures 5a and 5b present the angular power spe-
tra of the signals orresponding to experiments 2.1 and
2.4, respetively.The results obtained in experiments
2.2 and 2.3 oupy intermediate positions and are not
shown. The solid urve shows the angular power spe-
trum of the initial CMBmap,the dotted urve the mea-
sured CMB map, whih satisfies (3), the dashed urve
the angular spetrum of the reonstruted CMB map
with the pixels distorted by point soures zeroed,and
the dash-dotted urve the CMB map with reonstrut-
ed values for the flutuations at the distorted loations.
We an see from Fig.5a that it is possible to reon-
strut the CMB map nearly perfetly in the absene
of pixel noise. The error in the reonstrution is deter-
mined only by the error in the inversion filtration. The
effet of applying our method in this ase is lose to
that shown in Fig.4.
Figure 5b shows that a high level of pixel noise
leads to a substantial loss in the auray of the re-
onstruted CMB angular power spetrum,for both a
simple exlusion of ontaminated setions and the re-
onstrution of the CMB signal in holes.However, the
auray is nonetheless higher in the latter ase  quite
appreiably for multipoles ℓ=24500. The dispersion of
the residual-noise map for the speified interval of the
input pixel noise is 2527% lower due to the full re-
moval of point soures from the CMB maps (Table 2).
Although the simulations show that the effet of ap-
plying our method dereases with growth in the pixel-
noise level in a natural way, it nonetheless remains fair-
ly high for a system with noise harateristis similar
to those planned for the PLANCK mission [11℄.
The method for reonstruting the CMB signal pro-
posed here an also be applied in onnetion with on-
struting atalogs of point soures. For this, it is suf-
fiient to subtrat the reonstruted CMB map from
the estimated CMB + PS map.
6.3. Reonstrution of the CMB Anisotropy
over a Wide Region of the Map
From the point of view of enhaning the aura-
y of an estimated angular power spetrum based on
CMB measurements over the entire elestial sphere,
it is of interest to onsider the reonstrution of the
CMB signal in the zone of the Galaxy where powerful
non-Gaussian noise is observed.
In the traditional strategy, this region of the sky is
simply not taken into aount, whih learly leads to
a loss of auray in the derived CMB angular power
spetrum ompared to that whih would be obtained
using a full set of undistorted data. Let us onsider
the reonstrution of the CMB signal in the zone of
the Galaxy using the same method as in the previous
experiment. Let the noise oupy the middle part of
the map in the form of a band that is elongated in
the horizontal diretion. We ut out the ontaminated
region from the map and reonstrut the absent om-
ponents of the CMB in this region using our method
(experiment 3).
Our simulations show that it is possible to obtain
a nearly perfet reonstrution of the CMB, right up
to the ase when the width of the ontaminated band
omprises a third of the linear size of the map. Further
inrease in the width of the band leads to a growth in
the errors of the reonstrution. Simulation results for
band widths omprising about 30% of the linear size
of the map are presented in Fig.6, whih shows the
(a) initial CMB map, (b) CMB map with the Galati
band ut out, and () reonstruted CMB map. The
angular power spetra are presented in Fig.7, where
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the solid urve orresponds to the initial CMB map,
the dashed urve to the map with the band ut out,
and the dash-dotted urve to the reonstruted map.
Analysis of the maps presented in Fig.7 shows that
simple elimination of setions of the CMB oupying
a substantial area leads to appreiable errors in the
derived angular power spetrum, whih an reah 50%
(for example, for multipoles ℓ=200300). Applying our
method led to a virtually perfet reonstrution.
Thus, this experiment provides hope that reon-
struting the CMB in the zone of the Galaxy based on
real measurements over the entire elestial sphere an
substantially improve the auray with whih the real
angular power spetrum of the CMB an be derived.
7. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the fundamental possibility
of improving the auray of estimates of the angu-
lar power spetrum of the CMB by reonstruting the
CMB anisotropy in regions ontaminated by point ra-
dio soures and other high-multipole noise. A series
of examples have been used to demonstrate the effet
of applying this approah, ompared to the urrent-
ly standard strategy of simply exluding ontaminated
setions of CMB maps.
We have shown that, in the absene of instrumen-
tal noise,the proposed method ensures the removal of
point soures and other non-Gaussian multipole noise
with very high auray,and is fairly stable to varia-
tions in the noise level in the input data.
The main advantage of the method is that it is
able to fully remove non-Gaussian features from CMB
maps, while the simple exlusion of ontaminated lo-
ations does not ahieve this goal. The full removal of
residual point soures from the maps makes it possi-
ble to appreiably lower the dispersion of the residual
noise, even in the presene of a relatively high level of
input pixel noise. Our simulations show that the effet
of applying our method dereases in a natural way as
the input noise level grows, but nonetheless remains
fairly high for noise harateristis orresponding to
those planned for the PLANCK mission.
We have also shown the fundamental possibility
of enhaning the auray of estimates of the angu-
lar power spetrum of the CMB by reonstruting
the CMB anisotropy in the zone of the Galaxy where
the strongest level of bakground ontamination is ob-
served.
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Table 1. Dispersion σ (in units of 10−5) of the maps in experiment 1
CMB PS CMB + PS CMB with holes Residual CMBrecon Residual CMBrecon Residual
map map SNR≈ 10) map
4.10 4.75 6.23 3.97 0.99 4.10 0 4.11 0.31
Table 2. Maps and their dispersions for experiment group 2
Experiment Map Dispersion σ, 10−5 Dispersion of map with holes σ, 10−5
2 CMB 4.10 3.90
PS ∗BEAM 1.99 0
CMB ∗BEAM 4.51 4.29
(CMB + PS) ∗BEAM 4.93 4.29
2.1 Pixelnoise 0 −
CMBmeas 4.93 −
CMBrecon 4.09 3.89
Residual map 0.39 1.28
2.2 Pixelnoise 0.65 −
CMBmeas 4.97 −
CMBrecon 4.05 3.86
Residual map 0.74 1.38
2.3 Pixelnoise 2.61 −
CMBmeas 5.58 −
CMBrecon 4.27 4.10
Residual map 1.19 1.59
2.4 Pixelnoise 5.23 −
CMBmeas 7.19 −
CMBrecon 4.14 3.93
Residual map 1.47 1.84
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(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)
Fig.1. Maps for experiment 1.
Fig.2. Angular power spetra for the maps for experiment 1. See text for details.
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Experiment number
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
(a)
(b)
()
(d)
(e)
Fig.3. Maps for experiment group 2.
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(a)
(b)
Fig.4. Illustrating the effet of exluding setions ontaminated by point soures. See text for details.
11
(a)
(b)
Fig.5. Angular power spetrum for the maps in experiment group 2.See text for details.
12
(a) (b) ()
Fig.6. Maps for experiment 3.
Fig.7. Angular power spetra for the maps for experiment 3. See text for details.
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